TCM ADA Bde and TCM AAMDC
Job Category Openings

PROOF OF EXPERIENCE: Contractor personnel shall provide proof of experience and training associated
with towed field artillery systems, combat developments and acquisition process, and bachelor’s degree. Proof
of experience to be submitted to be considered as qualified experience can be from any or a combination of the
following
• DD Form 214
• Officer Record Brief
• Enlisted Record Brief
• ATRRS
• Certificate(s) of Training
• Officer Evaluation Reports
• Enlisted Evaluation Reports

TCM ADA Bde
1. Labor Category: Systems Analyst-Interoperability

Educ and Exper Rqmts: Shall possess a bachelor’s degree and have at least ten years’ cumulative operational
experience in ADA. Operational experience includes military, combat development, materiel, development, or
training development assignments.
Two years’ experience in the development, review and staffing of ADA related
documents and publications. Possess the ability to effectively communicate ideas in writing and orally articulate
thoughts to support the development of DOTMLPF products.
Requires knowledge of ADA doctrine, weapon systems and organizations (knowledge reflects ten or 20 years’
cumulative ADA experience) specified in each task.
Degree Waiver able with Experience: No
2. Labor Category: Systems Analyst- Logistics and Fielding

Educ and Exper Rqmts: Shall possess a bachelor’s degree and have at least ten years’ cumulative operational
experience in ADA. Operational experience includes military, combat development, materiel development, or
training development assignments.
Two years’ experience in the development, review and staffing of ADA related documents and publications.
Possess the ability to effectively communicate ideas in writing and orally articulate thoughts to support the development of DOTMLPF products.
Requires knowledge of ADA doctrine, weapon systems and organizations (knowledge reflects ten or 20 years’
cumulative ADA experience) specified in each task.
Degree Waiver able with Experience: No
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3. Labor Category: Systems Analyst- Functional Integration

Educ and Exper Rqmts: Shall possess a bachelor’s degree and have at least ten years’ cumulative operational
experience in ADA. Operational experience includes military, combat development, materiel development, or
training development assignments.
Two years’ experience in the development, review and staffing of ADA related documents and publications.
Possess the ability to effectively communicate ideas in writing and orally articulate thoughts to support the development of DOTMLPF products.
Requires knowledge of ADA doctrine, weapon systems and organizations (knowledge reflects ten or 20 years’
cumulative ADA experience) specified in each task. The Contractor shall evaluate the design performance capabilities of emerging organizations, weapon systems, sensors, and mission command to assess whether they will
mitigate required capability gaps
Degree Waiver able with Experience: No
4. Labor Category: Senior Systems Analyst-Acquisition and Systems Integration

Educ and Exper Rqmts: Shall possess a master’s degree and have at least 20 years’ cumulative operational experience in ADA. Operational experience includes military, combat development, materiel development, or training development assignments. Two years’ experience in the development, review and staffing of ADA related
documents and publications.
Senior System Analysts require a minimum of 7 years of experience in a Capabilities Requirements Generation
or TRADOC Capability Management position.
Acquisition Level III Certification is highly desirable, but not required.
Possess the ability to effectively communicate ideas in writing and orally articulate thoughts to support the development of DOTMLPF products.
Requires knowledge of ADA doctrine, weapon systems and organizations (knowledge reflects ten or 20 years’
cumulative ADA experience) specified in each task.
The Contractor shall evaluate the design performance capabilities of emerging organizations, weapon systems,
sensors, and mission command to assess whether they will mitigate required capability gaps.
The Contractor shall prepare written reports of analysis and assessments, and prepares and presents briefings to
senior leaders as required
Degree Waiver able with Experience: No
5. Labor Category: Senior Systems Analyst- Rqmts Generation, Test and Evaluation Verification

Educ and Exper Rqmts: Shall possess a master’s degree and have at least 20 years’ cumulative operational
experience in ADA. Operational experience includes military, combat development, materiel development, or
training development assignments.
Two years’ experience in the development, review and staffing of ADA related documents and publications.
SR System Analysts require a minimum of 7 years of experience in a Capabilities Requirements Generation
or TRADOC Capability Management position. Acquisition Level III Certification is highly desirable, but not
required.
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Possess the ability to effectively communicate ideas in writing and orally articulate thoughts to support the development of DOTMLPF products.
Requires knowledge of ADA doctrine, weapon systems and organizations (knowledge reflects ten or 20 years’
cumulative ADA experience) specified in each task.
The Contractor shall evaluate the design performance capabilities of emerging organizations, weapon systems,
sensors, and mission command to assess whether they will mitigate required capability gaps.
The Contractor shall prepare written reports of analysis and assessments, and prepares and presents briefings to
senior leaders as required.
Degree Waiver able with Experience: No

TCM AAMDC
1. Labor Category: Acquisition and JCIDS SME

Educ and Exper Rqmts: Shall possess a bachelor’s degree and have at least 20 years’ cumulative operational
experience, prefer at least five years’ Air Defense Artillery (ADA) experience. Operational experience includes
military, combat development, materiel development, or training development assignments. Two years’ experience in the development, review and staffing of ADA related documents and publications.
Requires a minimum of 7 years of experience in an Acquisition Program Office and/or JCIDS Requirements
Development/ TCM position.
Acquisition Level III Certification is highly desirable, but not required.
Possess the ability to effectively communicate ideas in writing and orally articulate thoughts to support the development of DOTMLPF products.
Requires knowledge of ADA doctrine, weapon systems and organizations (knowledge reflects ten or 20 years
cumulative ADA experience) specified in each task.
Demonstrated understanding of PEO Missile and Space programs, personnel and missions.
Degree waiverable with experience: No
2. Labor Category: Patriot SME

Educ and Exper Rqmts: Shall possess a bachelor’s degree and have at least five years’ cumulative operational or
Program experience in Patriot or an Associates’ Degree with ten years’ cumulative operational or program experience in Patriot or
Twenty years cumulative operational or program experience in Air and Missile Defense Operations shall be
acceptable in lieu of a degree.
Shall possess experience in the development, review and staffing of Air Defense related documents and publications.
Possess general background experience and knowledge base in Patriot training, defense design planning, tactical
and maintenance/logistic operations.
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Possess the ability to effectively communicate conceptual ideas in writing and orally articulate thoughts to support the development of Army and Fires concepts, doctrine and tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs)
Requires knowledge of Air Defense doctrine, weapon systems and organizations specified in each task listed
below.
The Contractor shall possess a thorough understanding of weapon system integration into DOTMLPF domains.
The contractor assesses all program developments and provides input and or recommendation to mitigate required capability gaps.
Degree Waiver able with Experience: Yes. As stated above
3. Labor Category: THAAD SME

Educ and Exper Rqmts: Shall possess a bachelor’s degree and have at least five years’ cumulative operational or
program experience in THAAD, or
Associate’s Degree with ten years’ cumulative operational or program experience in THAAD, or
Twenty years cumulative operational experience in Air and Missile Defense Operations shall be acceptable in
lieu of a degree.
Shall possess experience in the development, review and staffing of Air Defense related documents and publications.
Possess the ability to effectively communicate conceptual ideas in writing and orally articulate thoughts to support the development of Army and Fires concepts, doctrine and TTPs.
Requires knowledge of Air Defense doctrine, weapon systems and organizations specified in each task listed
below.
The Contractor shall possess a thorough understanding of weapon system integration into DOTMLPF domains.
The contractor assesses all program developments and provides input and or recommendation to mitigate required capability gaps.
The Contractor shall prepare written reports of analysis and assessments, and prepares and presents briefings to
senior leaders as required.
The Contractor shall have experience in conducting meetings and leading discussion groups, require minimum
supervision and can make decisions in support of the work being performed:
Degree waiverable with experience: Yes, as specified above
4. Labor Category: Test and Evaluation SME

Educ and Exper Rqmts: Shall possess a bachelor’s degree and have at least ten years’ cumulative operational
experience with weapon systems testing, prefer Air Defense experience.
Two years’ experience in the development, review and staffing of Air Defense related documents and publications.
Possess the ability to effectively communicate conceptual ideas in writing and orally articulate thoughts to support the development of Army and Fires concepts, doctrine and TTPs.
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Requires knowledge of Air Defense doctrine, weapon systems and organizations (knowledge reflects ten years’
cumulative test experience) specified in each task.
The Contractor shall possess a thorough understanding the Air Defense weapon systems and their integration
into DOTMLPF domains.
The contractor evaluates the design performance capabilities of emerging organizations, weapon systems and
sensors to assess whether they will mitigate required capability gaps.
The Contractor shall prepare written reports of analysis and assessments, and prepares and presents briefings to
senior leaders as required.
The Contractor shall have experience in conducting meetings and leading discussion groups, require minimum
supervision and can make decisions in support of the work being performed.
Degree Waiver able with Experience: No
5. Labor Category: AIAMD SME

Educ and Exper Rqmts: Shall possess a bachelor’s degree and have at least ten years’ cumulative operational
experience with Air Defense weapon systems.
Two years’ experience in the development, review and staffing of Air Defense related documents and publications.
Possess the ability to effectively communicate conceptual ideas in writing and orally articulate thoughts to support the development of Army and Fires concepts, doctrine and TTPs.
Requires knowledge of Air Defense doctrine, weapon systems and organizations (knowledge reflects ten years’
cumulative Patriot experience) specified in each task.
The Contractor shall possess a thorough understanding the Patriot weapon system and its integration into DOTMLPF domains.
The contractor evaluates the design performance capabilities of emerging organizations, weapon systems and
sensors to assess whether they will mitigate required capability gaps.
The Contractor shall prepare written reports of analysis and assessments, and prepares and presents briefings to
senior leaders as required.
The Contractor shall have experience in conducting meetings and leading discussion groups, require minimum
supervision and can make decisions in support of the work being performed.
Degree Waiver able with Experience: No
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